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The Caidian Line starts
from the Bolin Station in
Caidian District and runs along
Caidian Street and Hanyang
Avenue, and connects with
the existing Line 4. This line
functions to improve the
urban spatial structure layout
by linking up the suburbs to
the downtown area.

The Caidian Line has
nine stations and stretches
approximately 16 km, of
which 13 km are underground
and 3 km are elevated. The
line runs six-carriage type-B
trains with a maximum speed
of 80 km / h.

A large wall inside the
Caidian Square Station is
covered by a traditional
Chinese painting mural,

depicting a
harmonious picture
of lotus flower
petals falling down
and egrets flying
up as a rowing
boat moves on. It showcases
the regional characteristics of
Caidian as a town of lotuses.

Xinnong Station features
the scenery of Houguan Lake
in spring, summer, autumn
and winter, with the artistic
conception of beautiful grass
fringing the waterfront through
all seasons. Zhiyin Station
presents a wonderful collage
of Chinese and Western
cultures with elements of a
French-style palace, and the
story of Yu Boya and Zhong
Ziqi.

Caidian Line opens
By Gong Ping

The finals for the Open
(Bermuda Bowl), Women's
(Venice Cup), Seniors (D'Orsi
Trophy), and Mixed National
Teams of the 44th World
Bridge Team Championships
will be staged on Sept. 28. As
the Mixed National Teams was
officially named the "Wuhan
Cup," its newly-designed
trophy will debut at that time.

On Sept. 21, Cianarrigo
Rona, president of World
Bridge Team (WBT), visited
the Mass Cultural Activities
Center of Qiaokou District.
Besides playing bridge with the

residents there, he brought
good news to the fans.
Henceforth, the Mixed
National Teams will be
officially called the "Wuhan
Cup," to honor Wuhan's
contributions and support of
the game.

On front of the "Wuhan
Cup" trophy is the logo of the
WBT. On the back is the
Chinese character 汉 . On the
base of the trophy is written
"Mixed National Teams" and
"Wuhan" in English. The
winner of the trophy can keep
it until the next championship.

Rona said: "The
competition in Wuhan is well
organized and is progressing
systematically. Wuhan has
obviously prepared well for the
game. Many players expressed
their thanks through the WBT
to the local staff who have
contributed to the game."

As president of the WBT,
Rona gives priority to the
promotion of bridge. He
hopes that the card game will
continue to grow in popularity,
especially among the young,
as they are the backbone of
bridge's future development.

Top event named after Wuhan
By Li Yong

The much-anticipated
Caidian Line officially
opened at 9:00 a.m. on
Sept. 25. Together with Line
4, it connects with most of
the railway stations in
Wuhan. The Caidian Line
makes transferring
convenient to the planned
Wuhan West Railway
Station, and the existing
Wuchang Railway Station
and Wuhan Railway Station.

SAP sets up branch office
in Qiaokou District
By Yang Wei

The SAP Wuhan
Empowerment Center — jointly
constructed by SAP (a German
company named System
Applications and Products) and the
Qiaokou District Government —
was officially established on Sept.
17. SAP, one of the world's
Fortune Global 500 companies
also set up a Wuhan branch in
Qiaokou District. The office will be
able to provide local enterprises
with digital transformation
personnel through programs at
local colleges and universities,
creating a digital talent base in
Central China that serves the
enterprises and fresh graduates
alike.

Founded in 1972, SAP is the
world's largest provider of
enterprise management and
collaborative business solutions, the
third largest independent software
supplier and the second largest
cloud company in the world.
SAP's software is currently used by
more than 172,000 corporate
clients in over 120 countries
worldwide.

Cooperation between
Wuhan and Geoje City
to deepen
By Wang Xue

From Sept. 18 through 20,
Geoje City mayor Byun Gwang-
Young visited Wuhan with his
delegation to promote the signing
of cooperation projects between
enterprises here and in the
Republic of Korea. Through the
deep visit here, he would also like
to strengthen exchanges and
cooperation between the two cities.

At the 2019 Wuhan - Geoje
Friendly Cooperation and Exchange
Conference, six Wuhan enterprises
signed export memorandums worth
USD 300,000 with Korean
enterprises. Moreover, the Korea
Tu Travel Agency signed tour-and-
sightseeing exchange cooperation
agreements with Hubei Overseas
Travel (Group) and Hubei Xudong
International Travel Service, to
promote cooperation and
development in international
tourism. The delegation also visited
the Customs International Logistics
Park, Zall Group, and the East
Lake Scenic Area.
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